
Players skate in a butter�y pattern continuously switching sides
everytime. During skating coaches instruct the kids to practice
different activities in the Neutral Zone such as:

knees (1/2) on the lines, knees and spin, superman (slide on

belly), spin-o-rama, superman and roll, backwards in NZ, jump

over the line (1 foot/2 feet), balance on 1 foot, swizzles

Key Points

Coaches need to be loud and clear with directions

Remind players to keep heads up and watch others for when

instructions change. 

HCF 8U Week 18
Date: Feb 7 2023 Time: 5:30 pm

Equipment- dividers, 6 nets, 8 tires

Free play 3 mins

Butter�y Warmup 3 mins



These are 3 introductory progression drills for coaches to work on
with new goalies.

Stance/butter�y: introduce proper body positioning. Have

player drop down, and get up focusing on teaching points. After

that have goalie stand upright and shoot pucks low on ice having

athlete direct pucks into the corner (minimize arm movement

when de�ecting pucks, slight wrist turn)

T-drill: using 2 c-cuts goalie comes out of the net for a shot, then

shuf�es to the left, right (can use cones) and back to center for a

second shot, then c-cuts backwards to net.

T-push from post: Goalie T-pushes from post to top of crease

area (beginners will struggle with distance) for a shot from

coach, alternate sides.

Key Points

Stance: Feet little more than shoulder width apart, skates

parallel to each other, chest up (see the logo), hands in front of

body, stick 8 inches in front of skates

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8Zvqib7Lyk)

Butter�y: Drive knees to the ice, hips forward/butt up, chest up,

shoulders level, squeeze pants/knees together, extend pads

(cover as much space as possible), stick blade down and hands

up!

C-cuts: forwards- weight on heel of inside edges, backwards-

weight on inside edge of toe, maintain stance while moving

Shuf�e: Weight on inside edges, to start transfer weight to drive

(push) leg, to stop place weight on lead leg, quiet upper body,

lead leg maintains stance, always ready

T-push: turn head, rotate hips, lead with stick/hands, lift drive

(push) leg slightly off ice after push, stop by using inside edge of

lead leg, set feet in stance square to shot

For more information on basic goaltending visit:
https://www.usahockeygoaltending.com/page/show/866192-
goaltender-basics
 

Goalie 101 0 mins



Pick a variation below. Players must tag with hands, adapt to available
space.

Ball tag- Coaches throw balls at players who attempt to dodge

out of the way. If hit, the player must drop to their knees and get

back up 3 times before they region the action

Mouse trap (6U)- Coach pushes a net inside the circle, trying to

catch players (mice) in the net (trap). If players caught they have

to do a movement before free again.

Turtle Tag- Kids skate around try to avoid getting tagged. At any

point they can "retreat" into their shell, fetal position facedown

on ice, back up (hence shell) for 2 seconds before they must

resume play. Any tagged person is an upside down turtle on

shell, laying on back arms straight up with knees bent and skates

on ice. Teammate must tag knee to �ip the turtle over and they

can resume playing.

Progressions
Can start with no sticks for less experienced players, Change up

skating technique, ex. backwards skating, always facing the

same direction. Give both players a ring of a puck for work on

puck control while skating fast, include multiple taggers on

certain drills, etc.

Key Points

Skating and edgework- kids are developing skating skills without

knowing it!

1 starts with a puck and goes around either of the tires,  2 reads
the play and skates around the other tire.  1 passes the puck to  2
who receives the puck and takes a quick shot on goal. Both players
crash the net for a rebound. After goal or puck is covered the shooter
picks up another puck behind and passes to the next person in line  3
who starts the next cycle with  4.
 

Key Points

Quick release/underhandle puck on shot and crash the net.

Only 1 pass allowed

Tag Variations- 6U/8U 7 mins

Royal road shooting 7 mins
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Games designed to work on puck control in a game situation.

2v2 or 3v3. Players are simply trying to skate the puck through

the oppositions net. 

Multiple 1v1 games occuring simultaneously. Start with

designated nets for each group (one group is East/West the

other is North/South cone colors represent their own net).  

Progressionplayers are able to score on any gate.

Key Points

Heads up play, using players to create some space and scoring

opportunities

Create two boxes using cones, create a center line, place equal pucks in
both boxes and divide into two teams. The space inside the boxes are a
free zone. Start with not sticks and the object is to steal a puck, picking
it up from the other teams box and place it in yours without being
tagged on the other side of center. If you are tagged, return the object
and start again.
Progressions

Using sticks players have to stickhandle puck back (or use rings

if enough)

Shrink teams boxes/space further apart to challenge players

more

Key Points

Always looking and identifying opposition

Guard the Gates 7 mins

Two Box Retrieval 7 mins



Simple 2v2 in a very tight space using bumpers to set the space -

Divide players into 2 teams and use a small opening large

enough for players to enter & exit.

Coach starts play by dumping puck in. After 20 seconds Coach

blows a whistle and players on each team must exit the zone

before next 2 team members can enter. (This teaches the

importance of changing with urgency so you do not lose an

advantage).

When a goal is scored, the losing team must sprint to the other

end boards and return, including goalie. (This increases the

competitive nature of the drill because each goal is sudden

death). Use this in your practice watch your players will ask for it

over and over. Players will talk about this drill when they get

back to the locker room.

Drill by Rocky Johnson, Howell High School Varsity Hockey

Key Points

Time & Space are dramatically reduced.

20 second window for players creating urgency.

Lots of touches along the wall & corner.

Most successful passes and shots are 1 timer.

Focus must be on puck protection.

Never let players enter area until their teammates leave. This will

encourage urgency in changing. We would assess a penalty of

too many players on the ice if a player jumped too soon creating

a 2v1.

Sudden death for each goal is crucial to creating urgency &

competition. Losing team skates a sprint has 2 points, 1, creates

urgency & competition; 2, conditioning.

Drill was most effective for no longer than 8 minutes. (We also

started practice with this a few times and that really got the

players motivated for the rest of practice.

Coach dumps a puck into the corner for  1 to retrieve

1 and  2 can skate right into the zone, but  3 and  4

have to skate wide around the tire before cutting across zone

and angling their opposition

Play out a 2 vs 2

Key Points

1 needs to take puck off boards safely, not going straight into

the boards, but circling in

3 take away the center lane and don't allow a cut back to the

middle

Small Area Game - 2 vs 2 1/4 Ice 7 mins

Danny Heath: Burns Angle 2 vs 2 7 mins
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Depending on size/age of team and area available can be played

in a smaller area, 2v2, 3v3, 4v4 or 5v5

Mix between soccer and handball, played with a soccer ball or

softball and 3 players + goalie, per team

If the ball is on the ground, you have to kick it - but can play with

your hands if the ball gets knocked in the air

Handball is like ultimate frisbee when you have possession you

have to stop and can't move. Add in rule players can only hold

ball for 3 seconds (adjust time depending on skill) or turnover

occurs.

Key Points

Players can play net, goalies join in the game with a team

Have fun and keep score to make it a competition!

Soccer/Handball Game 7 mins


